Personal finance manager *Monto*
Monto - Web application to track and analyse your personal investments and cashflow

**What**

*Monto* is a finance manager that helps you track your personal income/expenses and monitor assets and liabilities. *Monto*’s aim is to make analysis and data observation as easy as possible by using innovative approaches and solutions.
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*Above images are examples of the design concept and it’s not required to follow these exact designs.*

**Expectations and opportunities for the team**

We are looking for a motivated team, that is open minded and willing to propose and discuss new feature/product ideas. Therefore, you will have a chance to really influence the whole outcome and development process of the product.

**Expected outcome by the end of this course**

You will mainly focus on implementing the personal income/expenses module to Monto’s prototype. You will have a chance to setup and implement the initial project from scratch.

The expected outcome will be a working prototype of a single page application where the user can add, edit and remove incomes and expenses. The transactions upload should be possible either by uploading bank statements or inserting transactions manually. The whole user-flow should be designed to be as streamlined as possible. In addition, graphs and visualisations should be generated based on the uploaded transactions.

**Technical information and conditions**

The front-end stack is React and backend could be either done with Java and Spring framework (preferred) or Node JS.

*The rights of any intellectual property produced by the student team during this project, will be transferred to us from the moment of creating them.*

**Contacts**

Karl Veskus, karl.veskus@gmail.com
Henry Teigar, henry.teigar@gmail.com